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ABSTRACT
Finding the optimal join order (JO) is one of the most import-

ant problems in query optimisation, and has been extensively

considered in research and practise. As it involves huge search

spaces, approximation approaches and heuristics are commonly

used, which explore a reduced solution space at the cost of solution

quality. To explore even large JO search spaces, we may consider

special-purpose software, such as mixed-integer linear program-

ming (MILP) solvers, which have successfully solved JO problems.

However, even mature solvers cannot overcome the limitations of

conventional hardware prompted by the end of Moore’s law.

We consider quantum-inspired digital annealing hardware, which
takes inspiration from quantum processing units (QPUs). Unlike

QPUs, which likely remain limited in size and reliability in the

near and mid-term future, the digital annealer (DA) can solve large

instances of mathematically encoded optimisation problems today.
We derive a novel, native encoding for the JO problem tailored

to this class of machines that substantially improves over known

MILP and quantum-based encodings, and reduces encoding size

over the state-of-the-art. By augmenting the computation with a

novel readout method, we derive valid join orders for each solution

obtained by the (probabilistically operating) DA. Most importantly

and despite an extremely large solution space, our approach scales

to practically relevant dimensions of around 50 relations and im-

proves result quality over conventionally employed approaches,

adding a novel alternative to solving the long-standing JO problem.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Query optimisation involves solving complex NP-hard problems,

where obtaining sufficiently good solutions can be difficult. One

of the most fundamental query optimisation problems is given by
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the join ordering (JO) problem, whose general form features an

extremely large search space. While exhaustive dynamic program-

ming (DP) approaches can obtain optimal solutions for small-scale

queries, they fail once queries reach moderate or large sizes. Hence,

query optimisers tend to substitute polynomial-time heuristics for

DP approaches once queries reach certain dimensions. However,

these typically involve trade-offs to reduce the search space. Ac-

cordingly, solution quality can suffer in comparison to optimal

solutions for less restricted JO search spaces. Large queries regu-

larly occur in real-world workloads [9, 38, 55]. For such complex

queries, the difference in execution time between good and aver-

age plans can reach several orders of magnitude [38]. In particular

when executing such queries on large data, investing time into

sophisticated query optimisation approaches is well worthwhile if

it avoids sub-optimal plan choices due to heuristic optimization.

Special-Purpose Solvers. To efficiently explore even large JO solu-

tion spaces, we can, for instance, rely on highly optimised special-

purpose solvers: Trummer and Koch [53] formulated JO as a mixed

integer linear programming (MILP) problem, allowing the use of

mature MILP solvers, which have been optimised over decades,

and are likely to further improve in the future. However, the per-

formance of such optimisation software is naturally tied to the

executing hardware (HW). As the development of conventional

general-purpose HW begins to stagnate with the end of Moore’s

law, even the most highly optimised software will likely fail to

mitigate the bottlenecks arising due to physical limitations.

Special-Purpose Hardware. As a logical next step, we consider the
potential of special-purpose HW, whose design is tailored to specific

algorithms. To address the limits of conventional systems, research

in many fields, including database (DB) research [12, 31, 35, 59],

has begun to explore the potential of HW-SW co-design, which

may be among the only adequate means to accomplish significant

performance increases going forward. Tailored systems provide a

sustainable, energy-efficient alternative to general-purpose systems,

for which energy efficiency is an increasing challenge.

Quantum Hardware. One of the most highly anticipated kinds of

special-purpose HW are quantum processing units (QPU), which

can inherently address the limitations faced by the manufacture of

conventional systems, as they are able to exploit quantum-mechanical

phenomena to achieve speedups impossible for conventional sys-

tems. To solve optimisation problems on QPUs, they have to be

transformed into specific mathematical encodings. Schönberger et
al. [41] derived such an encoding for the JO problem, allowing the

use of QPUs for JO optimisation. However, contemporary QPUs,

given their early-stage prototypical nature, are restricted in several
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ways, and hence unable to harvest the potential of quantum com-

putation for practical problems. As such, only small-scale queries

can be optimised on contemporary quantum systems. In addition,

the performance of QPUs is heavily tied to the conformance of the

mathematical problem encoding and the QPU architecture [41],

which further motivates HW-SW co-design.

To arrive at QPU-DB maturity, we next outline two methods

by which we improve over Schönberger et al. [41]. Specifically,
we (a) consider quantum-inspired HW, rather than pure QPUs, to

determine QPU potential today, and to assess whether co-design
efforts are worthwhile. Further, we (b) derive a novel JO encoding

that is highly tailored to quantum and quantum-inspired HW.

Quantum-Inspired Hardware. Instead ofwaiting formatureQPUs,

we rely on quantum-inspired HW, such as the high-performance

Fujitsu Digital Annealer (DA) [3, 13], which mimics the principles

of QPUs to solve mathematically encoded optimisation problems.

The DA’s performance can be considered a lower bound for actual

quantum HW, and provides first insights into the potential of ma-

ture QPUs. However, we do not consider quantum-inspired systems

as temporary substitutes, as they allow us to solve large NP-hard

optimisation problems beyond the capabilities of conventional HW,

and can be brought into immediate use. Indeed, speedups over con-

ventional methods by orders of magnitude have been reported in

other domains [3, 28], motivating DA evaluation for DB issues.

Tailored Encoding. Wederive a novel, native JO encoding, tailored

to quantum and quantum-inspired HW that improves over the

baseline JO encoding proposed by Schönberger et al. [41], which is

a faithful transformation of the JO-MILP formulation by Trummer

and Koch [53], and hence inherits all MILP limitations. Firstly, our

novel encoding more efficiently approximates solution cost, by re-

fining the approximation method proposed in [41] with previously

unconsidered quadratic operations. Secondly, applying entirely

novel strategies, our encoding (1) more efficiently encodes solution

validity, (2) ensures validity for all solutions, unlike the baseline, (3)
drastically reduces variables, and (4) conforms significantly better

to DA HW, outperforming the baseline encoding [41] in all aspects.

Thereby, we exhaust the full capabilities of the Fujitsu DA, to solve

large JO problems far beyond conventional sizes.

Contributions. In detail, our contributions are as follows:

(1) We derive a novel, native encoding for JO problems tailored to

special-purpose quantum and quantum-inspired hardware. We

thereby address several drawbacks of the existing MILP and

QPU encodings, optimising the scalability of our method.

(2) We propose a novel readout method tailored to our JO encoding,

allowing us to derive valid join orders for each solution obtained

by the annealer. In contrast to both, the MILP method and

baseline encoding used on QPUs, where optimisation may fail

to yield any solution, our method thereby guarantees to obtain

a specifiable number of join orders.

(3) We analyse the resource requirements for our novel encoding,

and demonstrate a significant reduction in variables over the

baseline QUBO encoding, thereby further improving scalability.

(4) We compare our method against a variety of competing ap-

proaches. Using the quantum-inspired Fujitsu Digital Annealer,

we experimentally demonstrate the practical utility and scalab-

ility of our novel annealing method on large queries joining

up to 50 relations, which far exceeds typical query dimensions.

Our approach identifies complex solutions within a large JO

search space, which often beat the best join orders obtainable

within the restricted search space of competing methods.

Table 1 further highlights our contributions, by summarising key

criteria where our novel, native method for the Fujitsu DA improves

on the existing MILP approach by Trummer and Koch [53] and the

baseline QPU method by Schönberger et al. [41].

Table 1: Comparison of the MILP [53], baseline JO QPU [41],
and our novel JO digital annealing (DA) approach.

MILP QPU DA

Special-purpose HW support ✗ ✓ ✓

Mature SW/HW ✓ ✗ ✓

Efficient native encoding ✓ ✗ ✓

Predictable optimisation time ✗ ✓ ✓

Guaranteed result ✗ ✗ ✓

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: We explain

the properties of the Fujitsu DA hardware, and fundamentals on

the required encoding, in Sec. 2. We describe our JO model in

Sec. 3. We derive a novel JO-encoding for quantum and quantum-

inspired HW in Sec. 4. We discuss our readout method in Sec. 5,

and experimentally analyse our DA method in Sec. 6. Finally, we

discuss related work in Sec. 7 and conclude in Sec. 8.

2 DIGITAL ANNEALING FUNDAMENTALS
Solving combinatorial optimisation problems is typically complex,

given highly non-linear solution landscapes. To avoid local minima,

simulated annealing takes inspiration from physical annealing of

crystalline solid: Its search strategy is dynamically altered based on

a gradually cooling temperature. In this section, we outline, and con-

trast, the three annealing paradigms simulated annealing (Sec. 2.1),

quantum annealing (Sec. 2.2), and quantum-inspired digital anneal-
ing (Sec. 2.3). Finally, contemporary quantum and quantum-inspired

HW require a specific quadratic problem encoding, which we de-

scribe in Sec. 2.4.

2.1 Simulated Annealing
The original simulated annealing (SA) algorithm is a metaheur-

istic for solving combinatorial optimisation problems [3, 22]. Al-

gorithm 1, taken from Aramon et al. [3], shows the overall steps of
the SA algorithm. Starting from a random initial state at a high tem-

perature𝑇 ,𝑇 is gradually lowered by performing monte carlo (MC)

updates, which involves flipping bits of variables. Ideally, after the

algorithm terminates, the resulting low-temperature variable con-

figuration corresponds to an optimal, or near-optimal, solution.

Rather than only running the algorithm once, a large batch of runs,

or shots (typically involving hundreds or thousands of runs), is

performed. The number of runs can be specified, and provides a

trade-off between solution quality and computation time.
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Algorithm 1 Simulated Annealing

1: for each run do
2: initialise to random initial state

3: for each temperature do
4: for each MC sweep at this temperature do
5: for each variable do
6: propose a flip

7: if accepted, update the state and effective fields

8: update the temperature

2.2 Quantum Annealing
While SA seeks to determine the variable configuration minim-

ising an optimisation problem, quantum annealing (QA) attempts

to determine the ground state of a Hamiltonian operator, which

describes the energy of a quantum system [1], and encodes the

optimisation problem to be solved. While both approaches address

similar problems, the processes behind are quite different.

2.2.1 Annealing Process. Beginning with an initial Hamiltonian

whose ground state is known, theHamiltonian is gradually transitioned

towards the actual problem Hamiltonian representing the optimisa-

tion problem. A sufficiently slow interpolation is known preserve

the ground state, in accordance to the adiabatic theorem [1]. Once

the process terminates, one can obtain an optimal solution by read-

ing out the ground state. Quantum effects such as tunneling enable

QA to avoid local minima in concave energy landscapes, providing

a potential computational advantage over classical approaches.

2.2.2 State-of-the-art. The first QA systems have become commer-

cially available; the most advanced ones like the D-Wave Advantage
feature over 5,000 physical quantum bits (qubits) [29]. Current sys-

tems only support limited connectivity between qubits—to solve

problems with many interacting variable pairs, sets of physical

qubits are combined into logical qubits via chains of qubits.
This leads to multiple issues: (1) Combining physical qubits into

chains effectively reduces the amount of available qubits represent-

ing variables; (2) problems are required to be embedded onto the

hardware graph of the quantum annealer, which is an NP-complete

problem itself [27, 58]; and (3) longer chains increase the likelihood

of chain break errors (mismatched qubits in a chain).

Solution quality further degrades via the influence of noise and
quantum decoherence (i.e., a gradual decay of the quantum state

due to interactions with the environment). The culminated impact

of these issues severely limits the practical utility of contempor-

ary quantum annealers, as previously analysed by Schönberger et
al. [41] for the JO problem. Given these issues, practical quantum

systems likely remain out of reach for the foreseeable future.

2.3 Digital Annealing
The Fujitsu digital annealer (DA) method is inspired by quantum

phenomena as discussed above, yet is implemented using classical

technology. Its capabilities can be seen as lower bound on future

QPUs, but also as HW accelerator for computational tasks.

2.3.1 State-of-the-art. In contrast to available QA systems, the

Fujitsu DA features HW with fully connected bits. Several DA gen-

erations are available: Second generation systems provide full con-

nectivity for 8,192 bits [13], supporting problems with up to 8,192

variables. In contrast, third and fourth generation devices feature

a software intervention layer for automating problem conversion

steps and penalty weight calculation (details discussed below) [36].

However, due to additional optimisation time overhead, and to

make our approach compatible with future quantum or classical

annealing devices, we consider the second generation DA for our

paper, which is closest in nature to current quantum devices.

As a classical device, the DA is unaffected from detrimental

effects like quantum decoherence. While it cannot utilise quantum

effects for speedups, its massive parallelisation capacity, combined

with a SA variant tailored to exploit these, allows the DA to solve

complex optimisation problems that may exceed conventional HW.

2.3.2 Annealing Process. The Fujitsu DA operates based on the SA

algorithm, modified to include quantum-inspired enhancements

to exhaust its full parallelisation capabilities. Its specific steps are

featured in Algorithm 2, taken from Aramon et al. [3].

Algorithm 2 Digital Annealing

1: initial_state← an arbitrary state

2: for each run do
3: initialise to initial_state
4: Eoffset ← 0

5: for each MC step (iteration) do
6: if due for temperature update, update the temperature

7: for each variable 𝑗 , in parallel do
8: propose a flip using Δ𝐸 𝑗 − Eoffset
9: if accepted, record

10: if at least one flip accepted then
11: choose one flip uniformly at random amongst them

12: update the state and effective fields, in parallel

13: Eoffset ← 0

14: else
15: Eoffset ← Eoffset + offset_increase_rate

While SA starts off a randomised state, each DA execution com-

mences in a known state , thus avoiding to initialise effective fields

for each randomised run. Using a parallel trial scheme and the highly
connected DA HW, flips for all individual variables are evaluated in

parallel in each MC ste. If at least one flip is recorded as accepted,

one out of all recorded flips is uniformly selected and applied, up-

dating the effective fields of all neighbors in parallel in constant time
regardless of the number of neighbors. Plain SA considers only single

bit flips at a time, and the time required for updating neighboring

fields grows linearly in the number of neighbors.

Instead of tunneling to escape local minima, the DA employs a

dynamic offset escape method to increase the chance of accepting

bit flips if none were accepted in the previous iteration. For more

details on DA, we refer to Aramon et al. [3].
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2.4 Problem Encoding
It is not possible to run arbitrary code on quantum and quantum-

enhanced systems. Instead, problems require specific encodings,

and have to be cast as quadratic unconstrained binary optimisa-
tion (QUBO) problems, which (1) only allow quadratic interactions
between bits, or variables, (2) are unconstrained, and hence do not

support including explicit constraints, (3) only support binary vari-

ables, and (4) solve optimisation problems. Physically, QUBOs may

be interpreted as an energy formula, where the minimum energy

solution corresponds to an optimal solution of a problem reduced

to QUBO. They are given by the multivariate polynomial

𝑓 ( ®𝑥) =
∑︁
𝑖

𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑖 +
∑︁
𝑖≠𝑗

𝑐𝑖 𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑥 𝑗 , (1)

where 𝑥𝑖 ∈ {0, 1} are variables, and 𝑐𝑖 𝑗 = 𝑐 𝑗𝑖 ∈ R coefficients.

Since enforcing valid solutions is not possible using explicit

constraints, our goal is to transform the JO problem in such a

way that minimising its energy formula inherently ensures valid

solutions, by penalising any invalid solution with a positive energy

cost. Achieving this goal allows us to optimise queries on the Fujitsu

DA. We next discuss the specific characteristics of our considered

JO problem class, for which we present a novel transformation

method into a JO-QUBO in Sec. 4.

3 JOIN ORDERING MODEL
A variety of classifications exist for the JO problem. As we are

interested in evaluating the aptitude of DA for the NP-complete

case, it is important to pick sufficiently hard instances.

A JO problem is classified by (a) problem input, (b) solution space,
and (c) a cost function assigning costs to each solution. We classify

our approach according to these elements below.

3.1 Problem Input
The JO input is given by a query graph𝑄 = (𝑉 , 𝐸), where each node

𝑣𝑖 , 0 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ |𝑉 |, corresponds to a relation 𝑟𝑖 with cardinality 𝑛𝑖 to be

joined, and an edge 𝑒𝑖 𝑗 represents a join predicate 𝑝𝑖 𝑗 for relations

𝑖 and 𝑗 . Edges are further labeled by a respective join selectivity

𝑓𝑖 𝑗 , where 0 < 𝑓𝑖 𝑗 ≤ 1. While some JO methods require graphs

with certain properties, e.g., acyclic query graphs [18, 23], our DA

approach allows general query graphs with no restrictions.

Query Graph Archetypes. Since the query graph shape impacts JO

behavior and complexity, we consider commonly used archetypes,

as exemplified in Fig. 1.

Chain Cycle Star Tree

Figure 1: Examples for common query graph archetypes.

These archetypes represent scenarios commonly found in JO lit-

erature and real workloads (i.e., star queries correspond to OLAP ap-
plications). Further, the shape impacts JO behavior: For star queries,

the central relation is ideally joined within the first join operations,

to allow the application of join predicates. Optimal join orders for

star graphs hence only rarely include cross products (defined below),
which may be useful for other scenarios, e.g., linear chain and cycle

graphs, to skip and postpone joining unfavourable relations.

We consider these archetypes for our experimental evaluation

in Sec. 6, to generate large, synthetic queries for common scenarios,

suited to comprehensively assess the scalability of our method.

3.2 Solution Space
A solution to the JO problem is given by a join tree, where leaf nodes
correspond to base relations, and intermediate nodes represent join

operations. Therefore, the size of the solution space depends on (a)

the possible join tree shapes, and (b) the possible leaf permutations.

Join Tree Shapes. Tree shapes can be broadly summarised by

two scenarios: Trees with no restrictions are referred to as bushy
trees, contrasting linear trees, where at least one base relation is an

operand for each join. The latter includes left-deep, right-deep and

zig-zag trees. The restriction to linear trees is a common heuristic,

motivated by a more efficient exploration of a reduced solution

space. Like the existing MILP [53] and QA approaches, our DA

method considers left-deep join trees.

Leaf Permutations. A join tree is moreover characterised by its

assignment of leaf nodes, with the number of possible assignments

given by 𝑛! for a query joining 𝑛 relations. Given the large amount

of possibilities, many JO approaches consider a restricted set of

permutations, excluding the possibility of cross products, i.e., joining
two intermediate join trees not sharing any join predicates. How-

ever, as we will show empirically, the cost overhead for excluding

cross products can be quite substantial. Our DA method hence

considers cross products, enabling cheaper plans in many cases.

3.3 Cost Function
Finally, a cost function assigns costs to each join tree. For our

DA method, we consider the classic cost function Cout (𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛 𝑗 ) =
𝑓𝑖 𝑗𝑛𝑖𝑛 𝑗 [8]. Applied on a sequence of relations, it evaluates join

orders based on the sizes of intermediate results. Following Cluet

and Moerkotte [8], the cost function for a sequence 𝑠 of relations

𝑠1, ..., 𝑠𝑛 is given by

𝐶 (𝑠) :=
𝑛∑︁
𝑖=2

𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡 ( |𝑠1 ...𝑠𝑖−1 |, |𝑠𝑖 |), (2)

where |𝑠1 ...𝑠𝑖−1 | denotes the result size after joining 𝑠1, ..., 𝑠𝑖−1.
Typically, sets of join predicates feature correlations, which beget

discrepancies between the cost provided by Cout , and the true cost

including such correlations.While we plan to include them in future

research, this paper focuses on the base model without correlations.

Summary. OurDAmethod (a) considers general query graphs, (b)
left-deep join trees, (c) cross products, and (d) the cost function Cout .
This JO classification features an extremely large solution space

with factorial growth in the number of relations, and is moreover

known to be NP-complete [8], making the task of obtaining suffi-

ciently good solutions for large queries challenging.

Limitations. We consider the NP-complete JO classification out-

lined above sufficiently complex for providing a first evaluation
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of the aptitude of special-purpose HW such as the DA. However,

the restriction to left-deep join trees and the inability to consider

predicate correlations are clear limitations. While extensions to gen-

eral, bushy trees are desirable, their encoding remains challenging,

given the constraints of contemporary hardware. The limitation to

quadratic interactions requires a considerable overhead, and greatly

impacts the scalability of the method for current systems [42].

While co-designing annealing HW tailored to such other classes

of JO problems may be promising, we first need to understand

whether such approaches are worth pursuing. This requires insights

into the aptitude of DA for JO problems conforming well to devices

available today, which is the goal of this paper.

4 QUBO ENCODING
To solve JO on the Fujitsu DA, we have to transform the JO base

problem into QUBO form. For the existing JO-QUBO, Schönberger

et al. [41] apply a faithful transformation of the MILP method [53]

into QUBO. However, the resulting JO-QUBO inherits all limitations

of the original MILP method, without making use of extended

QUBO functionality not supported by MILP solvers. Rather than

transforming an existing encoding, we propose an encoding tailored

to the QUBO formalism, which fully exhausts hardware capabilities.

To encode JO as QUBO, we have to specify variables and con-

straints in such a way that (1) we receive valid join trees as solutions,
and (2) the annealer seeks out solutions evaluated favorably by our
cost function. Hence, we show a new, lightweight method to enforce

valid join trees in Sec. 4.1, and propose a novel method for encoding

solution cost in Sec. 4.2, inspired by the baseline encoding [41], re-

lying, however, on quadratic operations unsupported by MILP, and

unconsidered by the baseline. Finally, we combine the intermediate

QUBO encodings into an overarching JO-QUBO in Sec. 4.3.

4.1 Encoding Valid Join Trees
We begin by introducing variables expressing the join tree. Let the

binary variable rojrj (Relation is Operand for Join), introduced for

each relation 𝑟 and join 𝑗 , indicate whether 𝑟 is an operand for 𝑗 .

Our goal is to ensure that value assignments for these variables

conform to valid join trees. Hence, let us next consider the two

validity conditions that must hold for variable assignments:

(a) Starting at two relations, the number of relations serving as

operands for a join strictly increases by one with each additional

join. The validity of this condition is shown by Theorem 4.1.

(b) Once used as an operand for a join 𝑗 , a relation must moreover

serve as an operand for all joins directly or indirectly succeeding 𝑗 .

This condition follows from the very definition of a join.

Theorem 4.1. The number of relations serving as operands for a
join strictly increases by one with each additional join.

Proof. The validity of the theorem can be quickly deduced

from the definition of a left-deep join tree, which considers at

least one input relation as an operand for each join. The first join

takes two input relations as operands, whereas any intermediate

join considers all relations used for its preceding join, and one

not previously joined input relation as operands. Starting at two

relations, the number of relations used as operands hence increases

by one for each additional join. □

Next, we show how to encode both conditions in QUBO. Recall

that the annealer seeks out variable configurations minimising

the energy of the QUBO formula. We can enforce valid solutions

by designing QUBO terms that increase the energy for invalid

solutions, and only evaluate to 0 for valid solutions.

4.1.1 Condition (a). We begin with condition (a), which can be

enforced by the following QUBO term:

HVa =

𝐽∑︁
𝑗=1

(
𝑏 𝑗 −

𝑅∑︁
𝑟=1

rojrj

)2
,

where 𝑏 𝑗 = 𝑗 + 1. To minimise the energy, the inner sum has to

correspond to the value 𝑏 𝑗 for each join 𝑗 , such that the quadratic

term evaluates to 0. This requires the correct amount of roj variables
to be active, depending on the join index 𝑗 . For instance, for 𝑗 = 1

(i.e., the very first join), 𝑏 𝑗 = 𝑗 +1 = 1+1 = 2. As such, two variables

rojr1j and rojr2 j , corresponding to any pair of input relations (𝑟1, 𝑟2),
need to be active to avoid an energy penalty, whereas all remaining

variables must equal 0. Therefore, as the annealer minimises the

energy, exactly two relations are selected as operands for join 1.

The same applies mutatis mutandis for all subsequent joins, for

increasing numbers of required relations.

Example 4.1. To illustrate the effectiveness of HVa, let us con-
sider a query joining three relations 𝐴, 𝐵 and 𝐶 , using two joins 𝑖
and 𝑗 , where 𝑖 precedes 𝑗 . Accordingly, we introduce six variables
rojAi, rojBi, rojCi, rojAj, rojBj, rojCj , to express the join tree. Let us fur-
ther consider a solution with active variables rojAi = rojBi = rojCi = 1.
Clearly, this solution is invalid, since all three relations have been
assigned as operands to join 𝑖 , and no relation is assigned to 𝑗 . Ac-
cordingly, the energy penalty HVa = (2 − (rojAi + rojBi + rojCi))2 +
(3 − (rojAj + rojBj + rojCj))2 = (−1)2 + (3)2 = 10 is added.

In contrast, successful energy minimisation via annealing may
activate the variables rojAi = rojBi = rojAj = rojBj = rojCj = 1, where
HVa = (0)2 + (0)2 = 0. Indeed, this solution corresponds to the valid
join order (𝐴 ⊲⊳ 𝐵) ⊲⊳ 𝐶 .

4.1.2 Condition (b). While HVa enforces the correct number of

relations to be present for each join, it alone does not yet ensure

valid variable assignments, since a relation may be part of a join 𝑗 ,

yet not be present for all joins succeeding 𝑗 . As such, we proceed

by encoding condition (b) as follows:

HVb =

𝑅∑︁
𝑟=1

𝐽∑︁
𝑗=2

rojrj−1 (1 − rojrj) .

HVb enforces that rojrj−1 = 1 always implies rojrj = 1, as otherwise,

the inner term in 𝐻𝑏 evaluates to 1, contributing a positive value

to the overall energy. Therefore, if relation 𝑟 is an operand for join

𝑗 − 1, it must also serve as an operand for the succeeding join 𝑗 .

Example 4.2. (cont’d) We continue our example of joining three
relations 𝐴, 𝐵 and 𝐶 , using joins 𝑖 and 𝑗 , where 𝑖 precedes 𝑗 . Let
us again consider the invalid solution with active variables rojAi =
rojBi = rojCi = 1. Disregarding the violation of condition (a), which
was outlined above, this configuration moreover violates condition
(b), since neither of the three relations is present for join 𝑗 , after se-
lected as an operand for the preceding join 𝑖 . Accordingly, energy
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penalty HVb = rojAi (1 − rojAj) + rojBi (1 − rojBj) + rojCi (1 − rojCj) =
1(1 − 0) + 1(1 − 0) + 1(1 − 0) = 3 is added.

In contrast, for the valid variable assignment rojAi = rojBi =

rojAj = rojBj = rojCj = 1, representing the join order (𝐴 ⊲⊳ 𝐵) ⊲⊳ 𝐶 ,
no penalty is added, as HVb = 1(1 − 1) + 1(1 − 1) + 0(1 − 1) = 0.

Finally, we combine the discussed penalty terms into an over-

arching validity term for left-deep join trees

HV = HVa + HVb .

We later combine this validity term with the QUBO term for cost

assignment, which we discuss next.

4.2 Encoding Join Order Costs
Having enforced join tree validity, our next goal is to assign a join

tree a corresponding cost value, in accordance to our cost function

𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡 , which evaluates intermediate join result sizes. Herein lies

one of the greatest hurdles for optimising join orders with MILP

or annealing, as neither approach supports the product operations

required by 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡 . Instead, MILP is confined to linear operations,

whereas QUBO supports both, linear and quadratic operations.

For their MILP approach, Trummer and Koch [53] therefore

substitute sums of logarithmic cardinalities and selectivities for

the required product operations, as the logarithm of a product

equals the sum of logarithms of its factors. Based on the logarithmic

intermediate results, they approximate actual cardinalities using

an arbitrary number of threshold values, as illustrated below.

For the existing JO-QUBO encoding, Schönberger et al. [41]
conducted a faithful transformation of the original MILP approach,

and hence incorporated this approximationmethod. However, as we

discuss in detail below, this approximation does not conform well

to contemporary annealing devices. To improve on this baseline cost
approximation approach, we hence propose a novel quadratic cost
approximation method, which makes use of quadratic operations

unsupported by MILP, and not utilised by the existing JO-QUBO,

and is hence natively tailored to contemporary annealers.

We first discuss how to encode the logarithmic cost of intermedi-

ate join results. Next, we describe the baseline cost approximation

as applied by Schönberger et al. [41] in detail. Finally, we discuss

our novel quadratic cost approximation method.

4.2.1 Encoding Logarithmic Cost. To encode logarithmic costs for

a join, we require information on both, relations and join predicates

present for the join. The former are already encoded by variables roj.
Similarly, let the binary variables pajpj (Predicate is Applicable for
Join) denote whether predicate 𝑝 can be applied for join 𝑗 . For valid

configurations of paj variables, we need to enforce that pajpj = 1

only holds if both relations associated with predicate 𝑝 are operands

for join 𝑗 . Deriving this information from the corresponding roj
variables, we achieve this by adding the following term:

𝐻𝑝 = paj𝑝 𝑗 (2 − roj𝑅𝑒𝑙1 (𝑝 ) 𝑗 − roj𝑅𝑒𝑙2 (𝑝 ) 𝑗 ),

where 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑖 (𝑝), 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 2, corresponds to the first or second relation

associated with 𝑝 . As such, setting pajpj = 1 without activating

both roj𝑅𝑒𝑙1 (𝑝 ) 𝑗 and roj𝑅𝑒𝑙2 (𝑝 ) 𝑗 leads to an energy penalty.

Based on the roj and paj variables, the following function gives

the logarithmic intermediate cardinality for join 𝑗 :

LogIntCard (j) =
𝑅∑︁
𝑟=1

LogCard (r)rojrj +
𝑃∑︁

𝑝=1

LogPredSel(p)pajpj,

where LogCard (r) and LogPredSel(p) are variable coefficients, provid-

ing the logarithmic cardinality for relation 𝑟 and the logarithmic

selectivity for predicate 𝑝 respectively.

Example 4.3. (cont’d) To illustrate the logarithmic cost calculation,
we continue our example of joining three relations 𝐴, 𝐵 and 𝐶 with
joins 𝑖 and 𝑗 , where 𝑖 precedes 𝑗 . Let 𝑛𝐴 = 𝑛𝐵 = 𝑛𝐶 = 2 denote the
logarithmic cardinalities for the three relations. Let us further assume
two join predicates, 𝑝1 for relations 𝐴 and 𝐵, and 𝑝2 for relations 𝐵
and 𝐶 , with logarithmic selectivities 𝑓1 = 𝑓2 = −1. Accordingly, we
add four variables paj1i , paj1j , paj2i and paj2j .

Recall the valid variable configuration rojAi = rojBi = rojAj =

rojBj = rojCj = 1, expressing the join order (𝐴 ⊲⊳ 𝐵) ⊲⊳ 𝐶 . To minimise
cost, the annealer seeks to activate as many paj variables as possible, to
apply their corresponding predicates. Ideally, paj1i = paj1j = paj2i =
paj2j = 1. However, since paj2i (2 − rojBi − rojCi) = 1(2 − 1 − 0) = 1,
the energy penalty 𝐻𝑝 = 1 is added, as relation 𝐶 is not an oper-
and for join 𝑖 , invalidating the activation of paj2i . Hence, to min-
imise cost, the annealer will only activate the remaining variables
paj1i = paj1j = paj2j = 1

1.
Finally, the logarithmic cardinality resulting from join 𝑖 is then

given as LogIntCard (i) = 𝑛𝐴rojAi + 𝑛𝐵rojBi + 𝑛𝐶 rojCi + 𝑓1paj1i +
𝑓2paj2i = 2 + 2 + 0 − 1 − 0 = 3, and for join 𝑗 as LogIntCard (j) =
𝑛𝐴rojAj +𝑛𝐵rojBj +𝑛𝐶 rojCj + 𝑓1paj1j + 𝑓2paj2j = 2 + 2 + 2− 1− 1 = 4.

Having derived the logarithmic intermediate result sizes for the

join tree, our next goal is to approximate their actual cardinalities.

4.2.2 Baseline Cost Approximation. To apply the baseline cost ap-

proximation following Trummer and Koch [53], a set of threshold

values is added to the model. The more thresholds are applied,

the more accurate the cost approximation becomes. Let the binary

variables trjtj (Threshold is Reached by Join), introduced for every

threshold value 1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇 and join 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝐽 , denote whether

a logarithmic threshold value log(\t ) has been exceeded by the

logarithmic size of the intermediate result produced by join 𝑗 . If

exceeded, the threshold value \𝑡 will be added to the overall costs

accordingly. This is achieved by the following cost term:

HC =

𝑇∑︁
𝑡=1

𝐽∑︁
𝑗=1

trjtj\𝑡 . (3)

In MILP, the following inequality constraint ensures that trjtj = 1 if

log(\𝑡 ) has been reached by join 𝑗 :

LogIntCard (j) − trjtj · ∞𝑡 𝑗 ≤ log(\𝑡 ). (4)

If LogIntCard (j) > log(\𝑡 ), the only way to satisfy the inequality is
to activate trjtj , which subtracts the sufficiently large constant∞𝑡 𝑗 .

1
For simplification, we omitted one detail in our example, as the benefit of activating

the invalid predicate variable may, in general, still outweigh the induced energy penalty,

and doing so may hence yield the minimum energy. The solution is to properly balance

the validity and cost terms, as we discuss in detail in Sec. 4.3.
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However, expressing the inequality given by Eqn. 4 in QUBO

poses an issue, since inequality operations are not inherently sup-

ported. Therefore, Schönberger et al. [41] convert the inequalities
to equalities, by adding a continuous variable 𝑠𝑡 𝑗 , which gives

LogIntCard (j) − trjtj · ∞𝑡 𝑗 + 𝑠𝑡 𝑗 = log(\𝑡 ) .

This engenders further issues, as QUBO only supports binary, rather

than continuous variables. Following Schönberger et al. [41], we
hence need to approximate 𝑠𝑡 𝑗 as 𝑠𝑡 𝑗 ≈ 𝜔

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 2

𝑖−1𝑏𝑖 , discretising
the continuous variable using multiple binary variables 𝑏𝑖 . Further,

𝜔 = (0.1)𝑑 denotes a discretisation precision, where𝑑 is the number

of allowed decimal positions. We require 𝑛 = ⌊log
2
(𝑐 𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥

/𝜔)⌋ + 1
binary variables for the discretisation of 𝑠𝑡 𝑗 , where 𝑐 𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥

is the

maximum logarithmic cardinality possible for join 𝑗 . Hence, the

smaller 𝜔 (i.e., the higher the discretisation precision), the larger

the number of required variables. More detailed explanations on

the discretisation are provided in Schönberger et al. [41].

Example 4.4. (cont’d) To illustrate the baseline cost approxim-
ation, we continue our example of a query joining three relations
𝐴, 𝐵 and 𝐶 with joins 𝑖 and 𝑗 , where 𝑖 precedes 𝑗 . We further con-
sider the previous variable configuration representing the join order
(𝐴 ⊲⊳ 𝐵) ⊲⊳ 𝐶 , and the logarithmic costs LogIntCard (i) = 3 and
LogIntCard (j) = 4 for joins 𝑖 and 𝑗 , as calculated in Example 4.3. Let
\1 = 100 and \2 = 1000 denote the threshold values used to approx-
imate the actual cost. Accordingly, we introduce four variables trj1i ,
trj2i , trj1j and trj2j . Attempting to avoid cost, the annealer seeks to
leave trj variables inactive. Ideally, trj1i = trj2i = trj1j = trj2j = 0.
However, since LogIntCard (i) = 3 > 2 = log(\1), the threshold
is exceeded, and trj1i must be active to avoid a penalty. The same
holds for trj1j , as LogIntCard (j) = 4 > 2 = log(\1), and trj2j , since
LogIntCard (j) = 4 > 3 = log(\2). However, no penalty is induced
for trj2i = 0, as LogIntCard (i) = 3 ≤ 3 = log(\2). To minimise cost,
the annealer will hence leave trj2i inactive, bringing the total cost to
HC = \1trj1i +\1trj1j +\2trj2i +\2trj2j = 100+ 100+ 0+ 1000 = 1200.
Since the approximated cost is quite far from the real cost, given by
10

3 + 104 = 1000 + 10000 = 11000, we observe that the accuracy of
the approximation highly depends on the applied thresholds.

Example 4.4 demonstrates the great impact of the threshold val-

ues on the approximation accuracy. While it is possible to increase

the approximation quality by adding more thresholds, larger mod-

els typically demand longer optimisation times. Moreover, when

using special-purpose HW, rather than conventional systems with

large memory, we have to consider its size limitations, which re-

strict the number of allowed optimisation variables. To accomplish

scalability to large queries, we hence seek to optimally use the

available variables, and next discuss a novel, more space-efficient

approximation technique. It is tailored to contemporary annealers

by using quadratic operations that are unsupported by MILP.

4.2.3 Novel Quadratic Cost Approximation. To increase the effi-

ciency of the cost approximation, we can rely on quadratic oper-

ations not utilised by the existing JO-QUBO by Schönberger et
al. [41]. Specifically, we can substitute the following quadratic cost

function for the baseline cost method and inequality operation

required to verify if a threshold has been exceeded:

HC =

𝑇∑︁
𝑡=1

𝐽∑︁
𝑗=1

\𝑡
(
Buffertj − LogIntCard (j)

)
2

, (5)

where the term Buffertj is given by

Buffertj =
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

(2𝑖−1𝑠𝑡𝑖 𝑗 ), (6)

where 𝑠𝑡𝑖 𝑗 is a binary variable. We set 𝑁 in such a way that Bufferj
can assume any value up to log(\𝑡 ).2

For any LogIntCard (j) ≤ log(\𝑡 ), there exists a variable config-
uration minimising the formula by setting Buffertj = LogIntCard (j),
causing the inner quadratic term in HC to vanish. However, if

LogIntCard (j) > log(\𝑡 ), Buffertj cannot balance out LogIntCard (j),
thus increasing the cost. For integer values, the smallest possible ex-

cess is Buffertj − LogIntCard (j) = −1 (i.e., the threshold is exceeded

by one order of magnitude). Accordingly, \𝑡 · (−1)2 is added to the

cost. Increasing threshold excess increases the added cost value.

Example 4.5. (cont’d) We complete our running example by il-
lustrating the quadratic cost approximation on the two join orders
𝐽𝑂1 = (𝐴 ⊲⊳ 𝐵) ⊲⊳ 𝐶 and 𝐽𝑂2 = (𝐴 ⊲⊳ 𝐶) ⊲⊳ 𝐵, for our query joining
relations 𝐴, 𝐵 and 𝐶 with joins 𝑖 and 𝑗 , where 𝑖 precedes 𝑗 . For join 𝑖 ,
the former produces logarithmic costs 3, whereas the latter produces
logarithmic cost 𝑛𝑎 + 𝑛𝑐 = 2 + 2 = 4, as no predicate is applicable.
Since costs for the final join 𝑗 are invariant w.r.t. the join order, we
restrict our example to the costs produced by join 𝑖 , where we consider
the single threshold value \1 = 100, with log(\1) = 2, for the cost ap-
proximation3. Since either join order exceeds the threshold, applying
the baseline approximation does not discriminate between them, as
the threshold is added to the cost in either case.

In contrast, let us now consider the effect of our quadratic cost
approximation. We add a sufficient number of variables to the term
Buffer1i , such that it can assume any value up to log(\1) = 2. Hence, it
can prevent any cost penalty if the threshold is not exceeded. However,
since either join order cost exceeds the threshold, the buffer cannot bal-
ance out the logarithmic cost of join 𝑖 . To minimise cost, the annealer
sets Buffer1i = 2, and we receive \1 (Buffer1i − LogIntCard (i))2 =

100(2 − 3)2 = 100 for 𝐽𝑂1, and 100(2 − 4)2 = 400 for 𝐽𝑂2. Hence,
even though the threshold is exceeded by both join orders, minimising
the quadratic approximation formula produces the less costly 𝐽𝑂1.

While existing methods for MILP [53] and the baseline annealing

method [41] only test if a threshold has been reached, our novel

approach takes themagnitude of the excess into account, as demon-

strated by Example 4.5. A single threshold value serves as a much

more sophisticated discriminator between join orders differing in

cost by orders of magnitude, which is common for JO. This allows

us to increase the approximation quality for a set of thresholds, or

2
We may alternatively apply a one-hot encoding for Buffertj , which allows arbitrary

threshold values at the cost of needing one variable for each possible value Bufferj
may assume. In contrast, our applied binary encoding can express specific thresholds
much more efficiently, but only allows thresholds as values (2𝑖 · 𝜔 ) − 1, where the

term 𝜔 = (0.1)𝑑 denotes the discretisation precision with 𝑑 decimal positions.

3
To simplify our example, we apply no restrictions on the choice of thresholds, whereas

for our own implementation, we apply the variable-efficient binary encoding scheme

as in Eqn. 6, and hence restrict thresholds to values (2𝑖 · 𝜔 ) − 1 for any 𝑖 ≥ 1, where

𝜔 is the discretisation precision.
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reduce the number of thresholds required for sufficiently accurate

results, which is particularly beneficial for special-purpose HW

with strict size limitations.

Further, while our novel cost approximation refines the baseline

proposed by Trummer and Koch [53], its fundamental implications

for optimal solutions remain unchanged. Hence, we may, for hy-

pothetical perfect devices (disregarding, e.g., size limits of existing

HW), introduce an arbitrary amount of thresholds, to make our ap-

proximation arbitrarily precise, hence allowing configurations that

guarantee optimal solutions when minimising the QUBO formula.

Having derived both, QUBO terms for ensuring valid join orders,

and terms for approximating their costs, the final step is to combine

them into an overarching JO-QUBO.

4.3 The Complete Encoding
Based on the validity terms discussed in Sec. 4.1, and the cost terms

derived in Sec. 4.2, we can construct the complete JO-QUBO H :

H = 𝐴(HV + Hp) + HC .
The term 𝐴 is a penalty weight that amplifies the penalty for vi-

olating validity constraints, such that any potential cost saving in

HC can never beget amortisation of a penalty induced by violating

Hval , or by activating invalid predicates, violating 𝐻𝑝 . However, 𝐴

cannot be set arbitrarily large, which would beget issues such as

slowdowns [39]. We hence seek the minimum weight for 𝐴 that

engenders sufficiently large penalties. This weight is given by the

largest possible value Cmax that may be assumed by the term HC,
which a solver may seek to avoid by violating a constraint in HV .

For our novel quadratic approximation, following Eqn. 5, our cost

function 𝐻𝐶 is maximised if every threshold for every join is ex-

ceeded by the largest possible intermediate result size cj . In that case,
Buffertj = log(\𝑡 ), and Cmax =

∑𝑇
𝑡=1

∑𝐽
𝑗=1

Thres(t)
(
log(\𝑡 ) − cj

)
2

.

We hence set𝐴 = Cmax +𝜖 , where 𝜖 is some small value, to properly

balance our validity and cost terms.

While these aprioristic bounds ensure that constraint violations

never lead to a more desirable overall energy outcome, it is unlikely

that a single constraint violation would beget cost savings akin

to these worst-case bounds. To avoid the negative impact of high

values for 𝐴, it is therefore beneficial to empirically determine

suitable values for 𝐴, rather than applying these lower bounds.

Resource Scaling. Finally, for archetypical cycle queries, Fig. 2
compares our novel encoding against the baseline encoding [41]

w.r.t. the required amount of mandatory variables nvar (without
thresholds for approximation). Our novel encoding requires nnovel =
(𝑅 + 𝑃) (𝐽 − 1) for queries joining 𝑅 relations with 𝐽 joins, using 𝑃

join predicates, which provides a lower qubit bound
4
.

The baseline reaches capacity limits of the second generation DA

for queries joining 40 relations, requiring roughly 8,000 variables,

and maximum query size further decreases due to thresholds. In

contrast, using our novel encoding, optimising queries with up to

50 relations is easily possible on today’s systems while still leaving

capacity for thresholds, demonstrating the variable efficiency of

our novel method. Further comparisons, including scenarios with

thresholds, can be found in Appendix A.

4
Following Schönberger et al. [41], their encoding requires nbaseline = 2𝑅𝐽 + 𝑅 +
(3𝑃 ) ( 𝐽 − 1) such mandatory variables.
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Figure 2: Mandatory variable scaling for cycle queries, com-
paring the baseline JO-QUBO [41] and our novel encoding.

5 READOUT
Our JO-QUBO formulation encodes queries to allow the use of

quantum and quantum-inspired annealing. In each case, devices

deliver a solution bitstring that contains value assignments for all

variables. A flawless annealing run would return only valid solu-

tions where assignments adhere to validity terms of Sec. 4. This

would make reading out the join order straightforward.

However, annealing solutions often contain errors, whose fre-

quency depends on the properties of the device. These errors mani-

fest in the form of bitflips, which add ambiguity to an annealing

solution and hence complicate the readout process. A concrete

example for a solution containing bitflips is discussed below. The

manner in which such bitflips are addressed substantially impacts

the practical utility of the overall annealing method.

Baseline Readout Method. The baseline QA approach [41] only

considers a solution as valid if the assignment of certain variables

leaves no ambiguity, discarding all other solutions returned by the

annealing device. However, quantum annealers are prone to errors

of various kinds, which can engender a large amount of bitflips.

For queries joining four relations, their method considers merely

one to three percent of all solutions as valid. This discards a large

amount of possible starting points for solutions.
However, even though a solution may contain ambiguity for

certain variables, it may still include valuable information for con-

structing a good join order. Rather than entirely discarding such

solutions, we seek to extract as much information as possible from

a single solution, to construct a valid join order in any scenario,

and doing so for as many solutions as possible.

Novel Readout Method. Hence, for our novel QUBO encoding, we

propose a readout strategy that encompasses maximum efficiency,

deriving valid join orders for any solution returned by the annealing

device. This provides our method with an advantage not only w.r.t.

the original approach by Schönberger et al. [41], but moreover

regarding any JO method that can potentially time out without

returning any solution at all, includingmany dynamic programming

approaches as well as the MILP method by Trummer and Koch [53].

For reading out a solution, we only need to consider variables

that assign relations to their respective joins, and can disregard

all other variables. Hence, we are only concerned with variables

rojrj , for each relation 1 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 𝑅 and join 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝐽 . We further

consider a bitstring 𝑏𝑟 that contains the roj variable assignments

for a relation 𝑟 . For instance, given a query with three joins, the
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bitstring 111 expresses that relation 𝑟 is part of all joins, whereas

the bitstring 001 expresses that 𝑟 is only part of join 3. Either of

these bitstrings corresponds to valid configurations of roj variables.
Consider the bitstring 1101 for four joins. The bitstring is erro-

neous, given that relation 𝑟 is selected for join 1 and 2, yet missing

for join 3, and once again present for join 4. This configuration

violates one constraint, as our encoding penalises solutions where

rojr2 does not imply rojr3 , yet may still occur owing to stochastic

nature of annealing. Intuitively, we can identify the third bit as

the likely candidate for a bitflip, as the relation has already been

selected for both, the first and second join. Correcting the bitstring

to 1111 is more plausible than to 0001.

In general, we assume that the more early joins a relation 𝑟 is

assigned to in accordance to an annealing bitstring 𝑏𝑟 , the greater

the plausibility that 𝑟 is selected by the annealer to be joined earlier

rather than later, and hence should appear early in the resulting

join order. To capture this, we first assign weight𝑤 𝑗 to each join 𝑗 ,

where 𝑤 𝑗 = 𝐽 − 𝑖 , 0 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝐽 − 1. The earlier a join, the greater its
assigned weight. Next, given the annealing result matrix A, which

is a 𝑅𝑥 𝐽 matrix containing all variables roj for each relation 𝑟 and

join 𝑗 , we determine the vector ®c = 𝐴 ®𝑤 . The more early joins 𝑟

is assigned to, the larger the value cr , which hence numerically

expresses the plausibility of 𝑟 being joined earlier rather than later.

Finally, based on ®c, we derive a rank vector
®rk that ranks all

relations in accordance to ®c, and hence can be used as a join or-

der. In addition, for each join order, we always derive a fallback
solution, by strictly traversing the query graph in accordance to

®rk.
The fallback solution hence deliberately excludes cross products.

Thereby, we address inherent inaccuracies of the annealing process

and our cost approximation method, which may sometimes lead

to the inclusion of unfavorable cross products, which quickly yield

large intermediate results. For these cases, the fallback solution

provides an alternative solution, which ideally compares to solu-

tions obtained by competing JO approaches without cross products.

Example 5.1. Consider the annealing result matrix

𝐴 =


1 1 1

1 0 1

0 0 0

0 1 0


for a query joining four relations. It represents an invalid variable
assignment, as relations 2 and 4 are not continuously present for all
succeeding joins once initially joined by joins 1 and 2 respectively,
while relation 3 has not been assigned a join at all. Using our readout
method, we determine ®c = 𝐴 ®𝑤 =

[
6 4 0 2

]𝑇 . Based on ®c, we
further arrive at the rank vector ®rk =

[
1 2 4 3

]𝑇 . Finally, we
may directly use ®rk as a join order, and have hence achieved our goal
of reading out a valid join order from an erroneous annealing result.

6 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Our novel native encoding allows JO on quantum-inspired HW. To

evaluate the benefits, we next conduct an experimental analysis that

compares our DA method against a variety of competing methods.

We describe our experimental setup in Sec. 6.1, and analyse the

scalability of our method for large solution spaces in Sec. 6.2.

6.1 Experimental Setup
When considering the overall query optimisation workflow, which

includes steps such as query parsing and deriving statistical data,

we are only concerned with the join ordering step. Hence, our

problem input is given by a query graph, labeled with cardinalit-

ies, predicates and their selectivities, as derived by the preceding

query optimisation steps. Similarly to Neumann and Radke [38],

our experimental analysis considers query graphs extracted from

various workloads, which we pass to all algorithms used for our ex-

periments. We then evaluate the join order yielded by an algorithm

based on intermediate result sizes, following the cost function cout .
Finally, costs are normalised to the best solution determined by any

algorithm considered by our analysis.

Algorithms. Our goal is to show scalability benefits of our ap-

proach for large solution spaces. We compare our algorithm against

competing methods that are known to scale up to at least moderate

query sizes, and deliberately do not consider approaches known

to offer very limited scalability, such as DP algorithms for super-

polynomially growing search spaces.
5
, which fail to obtain solutions

for queries beyond 20 joins [53].

We consider the algorithm selection of Neumann and Radke [38]

representative of the state-of-the-art. To ascertain fairness, we com-

pare the DA, running our novel encoding, to algorithms operating

on left-deep solution spaces. We also include baselines to analyse

the effectiveness of our novel encoding and special-purpose DA

HW, leading to the following selection:

• DPSizeLinear: DP method by Selinger et al. [43], yielding optimal

solutions without cross products for any query graph.
• IKKBZ: Polynomial-time heuristic algorithm [18, 23], yielding

solutions without cross products for acyclic query graphs.
• Minsel: Greedy heuristic [46], yielding solutions without cross

products (CPs) for any query graph.
• MILP: Special-purpose optimisation algorithm [53], yielding solu-

tions with CPs for any query graph.
• Genetic: Genetic algorithm [44], yielding solutions with CPs for

any query graph.
• SA (novel encoding): Simulated Annealing, running our novel

encoding on classical HW, yielding solutions with CPs for any
query graph.

• DA (baseline): Digital Annealing, based on the baseline approx-
imation [41], yielding solutions with CPs for any query graph.

Our set of algorithms features representatives over a wide range

of methods, both established and novel for query optimisation. We

include exhaustive search to obtain optimal solutions for restric-

ted search spaces (DPSizeLinear), polynomial-time heuristics for

swiftly obtaining solutions (IKKBZ), greedy heuristics (Minsel),

metaheuristics (Genetic), special-purpose solvers with decades of

maturing, running on conventional HW (MILP), and finally, our

novel annealing method, tailored to fully exhaust the capabilities of

highly optimised special-purpose HW (DA). As further baselines,

we add SA on classical HW, running our novel encoding, to analyse

the performance advantage of special-purpose DA HW, and an

encoding with baseline cost approximation [41]
6
, run on the DA,

5
For JO, such approaches include DP algorithms considering cross products.

6
By augmenting the baseline encoding [41] with our novel encoding strategy for valid

join trees, allowing the use of our novel readout, the encoding yields an upper bound

9
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to evaluate the advantage of our novel encoding. Below, we assess

which approach is most capable for optimising large queries.

For DPSizeLinear, IKKBZ and Minsel, we use implementations

by Neumann and Radke [38], kindly provided to us in executable

form. We use the genetic algorithm implemented by Trummer [50],

adjusted to use the cost function𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡 . For MILP, we use the original

Java code of Trummer and Koch [53], using the Gurobi optimiser

(version 10.0.0), and reuse their approximation quality setup (they

apply thresholds as powers of 10). We consider two additional

approximation quality setups, with thresholds as powers of 2 and

100, which correspond to higher and lower approximation qualities,

respectively. For each query, we report the bestMILP result obtained

over all configurations. All algorithms are set to time out after 60s.

Our JO-QUBO encodings, implemented in Python 3.8.16, are

available in the reproduction package. We run the SA dwave-neal

solver (version 0.6.0) on an octa-core AMD Ryzen 7 PRO 5850U

CPU with 32 GB of DDR4 RAM, and use the second generation DA.

Since optimisation time depends on the number of annealing steps,

or sweeps, we conduct runs with varying amounts (up to 10
4
for

SA and 10
8
for DA

7
), such that total optimisation time does not

exceed 60s. For the remaining parameters, we use default values.

We choose logarithmic thresholds based on exponentials of 2 as

described in Sec. 4.2. During preliminary testing, we observed a

dependence between the number of thresholds and QUBO penalty

weight determination (see Sec. 4.3), where increasing the former

on the performance of the baseline encoding [41]. This allows a thorough performance

comparison and moreover reduces variable requirements for the baseline encoding,

such that queries of all considered sizes fit onto the DA.

7
These represent upper bounds on orders of magnitude of annealing steps, as further

increases exceed our time limit of 60s.

complicates the latter. To reduce the load on the DA, we hence apply

three threshold configurations with single thresholds 0.63, 2.55

and 5.11 respectively, and moreover one configuration without

any thresholds, relying entirely on quadratic approximation. Even

such minimal threshold configurations are sufficient to achieve

substantial performance with our novel encoding, as we will show.

Like MILP, for each query, we report the best result derived

over all configurations
8
. For each experiment and configuration,

we conduct up to ten annealing runs
9
, each yielding 100 shots, or

solutions. Using our readout method as described in Sec. 5, we

decode each annealing result into a valid join order. In addition, we

obtain a fallback solution without cross products, by traversing the

query graph based on the annealing result, as described in Sec. 5.

6.2 Evaluating Scalability
Common benchmarks for JO include TPC-H [48], TPC-DS [49],

LDBC BI [2], SQLite [15] and the Join Order Benchmark [24]. Given

their small or simple queries
10
, their usefulness for assessing the

scalability advantage of DA is limited (a detailed evaluation for

these queries can be found in Appendix B, confirming the novel

DA method performs well in all scenarios).

To assess the performance on larger queries, we need suitable

loads. We consider ten batches of synthetic queries generated with

the conventional method by Steinbrunn et al. [44], using code by

8
A configuration consists of threshold values and annealing steps.

9
For some queries, we conduct only a single annealing run, which is sufficient to

obtain good join order with high probability.

10
With exception of SQLite, queries included in these benchmarks join at most 18

relations, with median sizes substantially lower, whereas simply joining relations in

accordance to the PK/FK structure obtains optimal SQLite solutions.

10
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Trummer [50]. We generate 270 queries with up to 50 relations for

the classical chain, star, and cycle query graphs. In addition, we

evaluate our method on tree queries by Neumann and Radke [38],

where we consider 400 queries joining up to 50 relations. All queries

can be found in the reproduction package.

This captures many practically relevant and common scenarios

with varying properties, which allows to assess the general utility

of DA on JO, specifically (1) its capability to identify beneficial cross

product opportunities, which occur more frequently in chain and

cycle graphs than star graphs
11
, (2) its ability to solve cyclic queries,

which are problematic for some JO methods such as IKKBZ [18, 23],

and finally (3), the DA’s aptitude to obtain good solutions even for

complex star and tree queries, a task known to be NP-complete

when considering cross products [7, 8]. In contrast, the complexity

of optimising chain and cycle queries with cross products is not

fully understood [32]. However, given its factorial growth, their

extremely large solution space is still sufficiently challenging to

assess the scalability aptitude of JO algorithms, which becomes

apparent in our experiments. For all queries, Fig. 3 on page 10

depicts the normalised cost of the obtained results. A more detailed

analysis on execution time can be found in Appendix C.

6.2.1 DPSizeLinear. Using exhaustive search, DPSizeLinear guar-

antees optimality for a linear solution space without cross products.

We observe that the algorithm manages to obtain such solutions

after a few milliseconds for chain and cycle queries joining up to

50 relations. The query graph linearity and lack of cross product

support restrict the amount of possible solutions for these queries,

and enable DPSizeLinear to obtain solutions even for large queries.

Limits arise for tree or star graphs, whose structure engenders a

large solution space even without cross products. For star graphs,

DPSizeLinear initially obtains solutions within a few seconds. From

26 relations on, optimisation typically takes around 45s, and starting

at 30 relations, no solution can be obtained before the 60s timeout.

For tree queries, timeouts appear for queries joining 40 relations,

and become frequent for 50 relations. While solutions are optimal

without cross products, their exclusion severely degrades solution

quality for chain and cycle queries: Normalised solution costs ex-

ceed competitors by up to a factor of almost 20.

6.2.2 IKKBZ. Unlike exhaustive search, IKKBZ heuristically de-

termines linear JO solutions without cross products in polynomial

time, enabling it to obtain good solutions even for large star queries

within milliseconds. This excludes cyclic queries, where IKKBZ

fails: While still obtaining solutions, their normalised costs often

exceed those of other methods by orders of magnitude. Like DP-

SizeLinear, IKKBZ is unable to scale for large, general query graphs.

Solution quality substantially suffers from excluded cross products.

6.2.3 Minsel. Similarly to IKKBZ and DPSizeLinear, Minsel con-

siders a solution space without cross products. However, even for

this restricted space, normalised costs for Minsel solutions often

exceed those of competitors by orders of magnitude. We there-

fore observe an inconsistent performance that is characteristic for

greedy algorithms, making the method inferior to most competitors.

11
Once joining the central relation in star queries, which is sensible within the first

few joins, cross products are no longer relevant. They only matter at the early stage.

We can assume fewer cross product opportunities for star than for chain/cycle queries.

6.2.4 MILP. In contrast to the methods discussed so far, the MILP

solver accounts for cross products, and explores an extremely large

search space with factorial growth in the number of relations. Des-

pite this challenge, the approach often obtains favourable cross

product solutions for chain and cycle queries, which are substan-

tially cheaper (up to a factor of almost 20) than join orders obtained

by DPSizeLinear and IKKBZ. When a normalised (near-)optimal

or solution (w.r.t. the best solution obtained by any algorithm) is

obtained, run-time varies from a few milliseconds (simple cases)

to over 20s (large queries). Our results also uncover a main draw-

back, as the MILP solver frequently fails to obtain a solution before

the 60s timeout. The frequency of timeouts tends to increase as

the number of relations grows. This illustrates the search space

explosion that brings contemporary MILP solvers to their limits.

6.2.5 Genetic. Like MILP, the genetic algorithm considers a solu-

tion space with cross products, thereby often obtaining higher solu-

tion quality than IKKBZ or DPSizeLinear, in particular for chain and

cycle queries. However, unlike MILP, the genetic solver guarantees

to yield a join order after each optimisation step. Yet, solution qual-

ity varies greatly, often exceeding normalised costs of 20, making

the genetic algorithm unsuitable for practical scenarios.

6.2.6 SA (Novel Encoding). SA on conventional HW (using our

novel encoding) performs more robust compared to the genetic

algorithm and MILP, while ensuring valid solutions. However, we

observe cases where normalised costs exceed competitors by orders

of magnitude. SA encounters runtime issues with an increasing

number of relations: For default annealing time, a single batch of 100

solutions requires roughly 50s for 50 relations, almost reaching our

60s timeout. The large JO solution space hence remains challenging

for SA on classical HW, even when using our novel encoding.

6.2.7 DA (Baseline Approximation). On the DA, obtaining a batch

of 100 solutions for queries joining 50 relations takes roughly 5-7s,

using the default 10
6
annealing steps. This illustrates the substantial

runtime advantage of DA HW over SA on classical HW, by roughly

an order of magnitude. We first analyse the encoding using baseline

cost approximation following Schönberger et al. [41]. Yielding in-
consistent performance, the method is frequently outperformed by

competitors. We attribute this to the sparse set of single thresholds,

unable to yield sufficient cost approximation following the baseline

method [41]. The method hence often fails to obtain solutions con-

taining beneficial cross products. However, increasing the amount

of thresholds proves difficult on the second generation DA, making

penalty weight tuning complex, as discussed above. The baseline

method hence does not conform well to contemporary DA HW,

due to complex parameter tuning and suboptimal performance.

6.2.8 DA (Novel Encoding). Finally, using our novel encoding, the

DA addresses the drawbacks of competing approaches while retain-

ing their strengths. Like MILP, the DA explores an extremely large

search space with cross products, where it often obtains cheaper

solutions compared to IKKBZ and DPSizeLinear. However, in stark

contrast to MILP, which suffers from frequent timeouts, and the ge-

netic algorithm, which frequently obtains very costly solutions, the

DA handles the extreme size of the solution space gracefully, as it

guarantees to yield the desired number of annealing solutions, each

of which we translate into a valid join order. While this provides no

11
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guarantees on the solution quality, our empirical results show that

the DA, using our novel encoding, obtains normalised optimal or

near-optimal solutions for all considered queries, independently of
the query graph shape and size. Normalised optimal or near-optimal

solutions are typically obtained within the first batch of 100 an-

nealing runs. Depending on query size, a batch requires predictable

optimisation time of 5-7s. For JO, the DA is roughly an order of

magnitude faster than SA on classical HW.

Using our novel encoding, the DA provides the most consistent

performance out of all considered JO algorithms, typically obtaining

normalised optimal or near-optimal solutions within seconds, even

with a sparse set of thresholds. To further increase solution quality,

one may apply a broader selection of thresholds, which requires

additional annealing runs. To address the increased optimisation

time, the number of individual solutions sampled for single runs

may be decreased. We recommend thresholds based on powers of 2

to enable our variable-efficient binary encoding of Sec. 4.2.

Our results, though already substantial, only give lower perform-

ance bounds, as we use single cost approximation thresholds. Newer

DAHW offers advanced methods for penalty weight tuning
12
. This

may ease using large amounts of thresholds, thus reducing the im-

pact of individual thresholds, and increasing solution quality.

7 RELATEDWORK
The JO problem is among themost extensively studied query optimi-

sation problems [24, 32, 37, 38, 53, 57]. Exhaustive search methods

such as DP [30, 33, 34, 43, 54] provide optimal solutions within

their solution spaces, yet face limitations when scaling up problem

dimensions. Heuristic methods [6, 17, 20, 44, 46, 47, 52] are more

suitable for large queries, yet provide no guarantees on solution

quality. This category contains the method discussed in this paper.

Query optimization methods based on machine learning [21, 25, 26]

have become popular in the past years. Corresponding work typ-

ically focuses on optimising smaller queries more reliably (e.g.,
by learning data correlations [21]), rather than addressing chal-

lenges due to particularly large search spaces. Recent work in this

domain [26] exploits traditional optimisers as a sub-function and

could therefore benefit from faster join ordering methods as well.

Approaches like MILP have been applied on a variety of DB opti-

misation problems: Multiple query optimisation [10], materialised

view design [56], or index selection [40]. Ref. [53] gives a MILP

encoding for JO; yet, large JO solution spaces remain problematic

for highly optimised solvers on conventional HW.

Rather than conventional HW,we consider the Fujitsu DA, which

applies quantum-inspired extensions to classical SA, to exploit its

high parallelisation capabilities enabled by special-purpose HW.

Thereby, the DA can achieve speedups of two orders of magnitude

over classical SA for dense QUBO problems, as shown by Aramon

et al. [3]. Matsubara et al. [28] provide an overview on DA for a

variety of combinatorial optimisation problems. For the MinCut

and MaxCut problems, the DA outperforms dedicated solvers in

both, solution quality and runtime performance, achieving spee-

dups over conventional methods by orders of magnitude. Similar

improvements have recently been achieved for problems in various

12
Generations 3 and 4 determine weights by separating validity and cost terms.

domains, including sensor placement [19], optical network modern-

isation [45], market graph clustering [16] and segment routing [11].

Our DA method follows a trend within DB research that recog-

nises limitations of general-purpose systems and addresses them

using special-purpose HW. Related approaches include, for instance,

an energy-efficient stream join for IoT [31], or resource-efficient

FPGAmodules for DB operators [35], among other research [12, 59].

QUBO encodings have been proposed for different DB problems,

such as DB transaction scheduling [4, 5, 14] or multiple query opti-

misation [51]. However, these problems are unrelated to JO. Their

problem-specific encodings cannot be reused for JO, and have so far

only been applied to small-scale problems with quantum annealing.

They presently do not scale, given current QPU HW limitations. In

contrast, we demonstrate scalability for JO problems with extremely

large search spaces, using highly optimised quantum-inspired HW.

8 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The shift from general-purpose HW to optimised special-purpose

systems, motivated by the prospect of higher energy efficiency and

computational throughput, is an established trend within many

fields, including database research. To exhaust the full potential of

these systems, a comprehensive perspective encompassing both,

novel problem encodings (SW) and architectural aspects (HW) is

required. Driven by such co-design considerations, we are prompted

to re-evaluate existing optimisationmethods, designed andmatured

for conventional systems, tailoring them to special-purpose HW.

The potential of such systems remains unexplored for many

database problems, which motivates us to evaluate their aptness in

the domain, starting with its most fundamental problems. We have

analysed the potential of quantum-inspired special-purpose HW on

the join ordering problem, which (1) is one of the most fundamental

query optimisation problems, and (2) features an extremely large

solution space, making it a challenging and suitable candidate to

assess the aptitude of special-purpose HW.

Given the large JO solution space, obtaining exact optimal solu-

tions with exhaustive search becomes infeasible beyond small-sized

queries. While many established methods consider a reduced search

space for feasible exploration, the size reduction can severely de-

grade solution quality, as shown by our results. Finding ways to

handle large solution spaces remains desirable, and previous at-

tempts include the use of MILP solvers. Our results show their

limitations, as MILP optimisation frequently fails as queries grow.

We solve queries on the quantum-inspired Fujitsu DA, using a

novel, native JO-QUBO encoding tailored to the DA’s architecture.

Unlike MILP, our DA approach guarantees, within predictable opti-

misation times, to yield the desired number of solutions even for

large queries joining 50 relations, which far exceeds typical query

dimensions, including complex join orders unobtainable within the

restricted search space considered by competing approaches. Our

results demonstrate the aptitude of special-purpose HW to achieve

scalability even for extremely large JO solution spaces, and prompt

their further evaluation on yet unconsidered problems.
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A MORE ON RESOURCE SCALING
In Sec. 4.3, we demonstrated the resource efficiency of our novel

encoding as compared to the baseline encoding proposed by Schön-

berger et al. [41] formandatory variables, required to encode queries
independently of threshold variables used for the cost approxima-

tion. For a more comprehensive comparison, let us now moreover

consider approximation variables, required to encode thresholds

for the cost approximation. The amount of thresholds, and hence

the number of required approximation variables, depends on the

desired approximation quality. Specifically, a higher approximation

quality requires a larger amount of approximation variables.

Following Schönberger et al. [41] for the baseline encoding, and
Sec. 4 for our novel encoding, the respective numbers of approxim-

ation variables nbaseline and nnovel are given by

nbaseline = 𝑇 (𝐽 − 1) +𝑇
𝐽 −1∑︁
𝑗=1

( ⌊
log

2

(𝑐 𝑗max

𝜔

)⌋
+ 1

)
,

nnovel =
𝐽 −1∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑇∑︁
𝑡=1

(⌊
log

2

(
log

10
(\𝑡 )

𝜔

)⌋
+ 1

)
,

for 𝐽 joins and 𝑇 threshold values, where 𝜔 denotes the precision

for discretising continuous variables. Importantly, the number of

cost variables required for the baseline method depends on the

term 𝑐 𝑗max
, which denotes the maximum logarithmic cardinality

possible for a join 𝑗 , whereas for our new approach, it depends on

the logarithmic threshold log(\𝑡 ).
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Figure 4: Approximation variable scaling for cycle queries
with up to 58 relations and various numbers of decimal posi-
tions (D) and numbers of threshold values (T ). We compare
the baseline cost approximation method applied by Schön-
berger et al. [41] against our novel quadratic method.

Fig. 4 depicts concrete amounts of approximation variables for

cycle queries with up to 58 relations. We compare multiple approx-

imation configurations, ranging between one and eight thresholds

and up to two decimal positions. Note that we choose logarithmic

thresholds based on powers of 2 in accordance to the number of

decimals, as discussed in Sec. 4.2. For each class of decimal positions,

we select the first eight thresholds greater than 1.

Some of the final logarithmic thresholds exceed values of 200,

corresponding to extremely large actual thresholds. While these

no longer offer any practical use for actual queries, we still include

them to analyse variable scaling. In contrast, the variable scaling for

the baseline approach depends on the maximum logarithmic car-

dinalities for joins, which can assume very large values for practical

queries, in particular when scaling up problem dimensions.

Even with extremely large thresholds, our novel approach re-

quires significantly less variables than the baseline. The difference is

even more pronounced for thresholds of practically useful sizes (i.e.,
five or less thresholds), where our new method often saves more

than 50% of approximation variables. Our novel encoding therefore

not only demonstrates higher efficiency in encoding mandatory

variables, but moreover drastically reduces resource requirements

for the cost approximation.

B PERFORMANCE ON STANDARD
BENCHMARKS

In Sec. 6, we empirically demonstrated the scalability and robust-

ness of our novel DA method on large, synthetic queries. In the

following, we moreover analyse its aptitude for commonly applied

JO benchmarks, including TPC-H [48], TPC-DS [49], LDBC BI [2],

SQLite [15] and the Join Order Benchmark (JOB) [24]. We use query

graphs extracted by Neumann and Radke [38], where we consider

those queries conforming to our JOmodel outlined in Sec. 3 (queries

containing elements beyond this model, e.g., outer joins, are not
supported by our method). We moreover exclude queries joining

merely two relations, as these are trivial for our JO model, which

does not discriminate between the two possible solutions.

With the exception of SQLite, queries for these benchmarks are

very limited in size, joining 18 relations at most, with median sizes

substantially smaller. In contrast, SQLite features larger queries

joining up to 64 relations, where we consider queries with up to

60 relations for our analysis, as larger sizes are unsupported by the

DA when using the baseline encoding. Despite the larger sizes, the

complexity of SQLite queries is rather limited, as simply joining

relations in accordance to the PK/FK structure yields optimal join

orders. While these standard benchmarks hence provide only lim-

ited insights on scalability, their study complements our empirical

analysis for synthetic queries, by covering a plethora of varying

scenarios.

Algorithms. For JOmethods considering a solution spacewithout

cross products, which include DPSizeLinear, IKKBZ and Minsel, we

restrict our analysis to DPSizeLinear, which does not encounter

scalability issues for the benchmark queries (as opposed to our

synthetic queries), and obtains optimal results within such a restric-

ted search space. Thereby, DPSizeLinear provides an upper bound

on solution quality achievable by IKKBZ and Minsel. We further

include all JO methods that consider an extended solution space

with cross products, as analysed in Sec. 6 for synthetic queries, in-

cluding MILP, the genetic algorithm, SA (using our novel encoding),

and DA (using both, an encoding with baseline cost approximation

following Schönberger et al. [41], and our novel encoding).

Note that we cannot rely on the DPSizeLinear implementation

by Neumann and Radke [38] for the benchmark queries, as their
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cost calculation differs for certain scenarios found in benchmark

queries. Specifically, if cyclic queries are encountered, their cardin-

ality estimation is based on the minimum spanning tree for joins

w.r.t. selectivities (this scenario is neither encountered for our syn-

thetic chain, star and tree queries, which do not contain cycles, nor

our cycle queries, where the cycle is only created for the final join,

which is not part of our cost calculation). To ascertain identical cost

calculations, required for a fair comparison, we therefore use our

own DPSizeLinear implementation, written in Python and provided

in the reproduction package, which calculates costs following the

cost function Cout , as described in Sec. 3.

Implementations and configurations for the remaining algorithms

are as described in Sec. 6.1. Fig. 5 depicts normalised solution costs

for all benchmark queries obtained by each algorithm.

Results. While DPSizeLinear performs well in many scenarios,

we observe frequent cases where the method obtains solutions

substantially more costly than competitors. Such scenarios occur

most prominently for the TPC-DS benchmark, and moreover for

LDBC and JOB queries, where cheaper solutions can be obtained

by considering cross products, which are unaccounted for by DP-

SizeLinear.

While this demonstrates the benefits of exploring an extended

solution space with cross products, the higher exploration com-

plexity is challenging. For MILP, this manifests in costly solutions

or timeouts encountered for a small selection of LDBC, JOB and

TPC-DS queries. For the genetic algorithm, the increased explora-

tion complexity is most prominently featured in results for SQLite

queries, where optimal solutions are obtained by joining relations

strictly in accordance to their PK/FK structure. The genetic al-

gorithm fails to achieve the required level of precision beyond

small-sized queries, resulting in large normalised costs for queries

of moderate and larger sizes.

Results for large SQLite queries moreover reveal runtime limits

encountered by algorithms like simulated annealing, which fails

to obtain a single batch of solutions within our time limit of 60s

once queries join roughly 55 relations. In contrast, as discussed

for the synthetic queries in Sec. 6, the DA achieves a comparative

speedup by roughly an order of magnitude, and hence deals with

such scenarios gracefully. While both, our novel encoding and the

baseline encoding achieve similar results for the benchmark queries,

our analysis for larger, more complex synthetic queries, conducted

in Sec. 6, revealed the limitations of the baseline.

C EXTENDED RUNTIME ANALYSIS
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Figure 6: Time evolution of normalised costs with increas-
ing computational budget (time) for chain queries. We show
typical runs for queries of different sizes.

In Sec. 6, we demonstrated the robustness of our DA method

against the extremely large size of the JO solution space containing
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computational budget (time) for star queries.We show typical
runs for queries of different sizes.

cross products, allowing it to avoid the scalability issues of compet-

ing methods and to obtain cheaper plans in comparison to methods

for more restricted solution spaces. In Sec. 6, our analysis thereby

primarily focused on normalised solution cost. In the following, we

discuss the runtime properties of our method in greater detail.

Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9 depict the time evolution of normalised

costs for chain, cycle, star and tree queries respectively, as derived

by the algorithms considered by our analysis. With the exception

of DPSizeLinear, which is subject to scalability issues depending

on the query graph structure, JO methods for a restricted solution

space without cross products, such as IKKBZ and Minsel, require

at most a few milliseconds to determine plans. However, their costs

can exceed those of plans obtained within a more extensive solution

space by orders of magnitude, as discussed in Sec. 6. Such methods

include the genetic algorithm, MILP, SA, and DA.

While often benefitting from cheaper plans through cross products,

both, MILP and the genetic algorithm, frequently require up to 20s

to obtain normalised optimal or near-optimal solutions. In addition,

MILP suffers from frequent timeouts, whereas solution costs for

the genetic algorithm often exceed normalised optimal costs by a

factor of 20 and beyond.

In contrast, DA, running our novel JO-QUBO encoding, typically

requires merely one batch of 100 shots to obtain normalised optimal

or near-optimal solutions. Even for large queries joining 50 relations,

a single batch requires roughly 5-6s of optimisation time, at the

default amount of 6 million annealing steps. Thereby, DA moreover

beats SA on classical hardware, both in terms of solution quality

and runtime, where a single batch of 100 solutions at the default

amount of annealing iterations requires up to 50s, exceeding DA

times by an order of magnitude. This demonstrates the performance

advantage of special-purpose DA devices over classical HW.
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